
From: Lauren D
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Subject: Sheriff Bob Fletcher complaint
Date: Sunday, May 2, 2021 7:56:45 PM

To whom this may concern,

   The Sheriff, Bob Fletcher, is unqualified to continue to do road patrol. His age and inability
to physically care for himself while patrolling is in itself 75% of the problem. The 25% is him
pulling people over in a city that has police officers patrolling already and does nothing. He
has pulled over stolen vehicles, wanted people, etc that he let's go with a verbal warning. He
has never on his live stream actually written a police report let alone a citation.

He pulls away resources from other departments like this one to babysit him. He refuses to
personally handle any call that he initiates. He is unable to protect himself and rarely even gets
out of the car. He speeds, runs red lights and stop signs, let's some people go not even pulling
them over improperly and targeting others.

He says all the time he is retired but there he is with Pat.... Pulling people over, dangerously
driving around with lights and sirens then coming to a stop when he sees someone he knows to
chat... ON THE WAY TO A CALL SO IMPORTANT THAT HE TURNED ON LIGHTS
AND SIRENS!!!!  So he doesn't actually consider those calls important because he stops to
chit chat.

The behavior of this Sheriff and sidekick Pat is offensive to all law enforcement and is a
lawsuit liability waiting to happen. Bob and Pat live streaming them doing nothing at work
makes me and others believe that there is no reason why they should be paid to do this. That
too much money is being given to them to waste on those 2 doing nothing but causing extra
problems for other police officers.

They are a liability. They regularly break the same laws they pull people over for and ignore
crimes in progress right in front of them! That is unacceptable. They should not be paid to do
this. This is wasting money on a sheriff and his friend that are not willing to do their jobs.

Sincerely,

Lauren D
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